Title: THREAD CUT WITH VARIABLE THREAD CONSUMPTION IN A SEWING MACHINE

Abstract: A method and a device for cutting at least an upper thread of a sewing machine provided with a fabric clamping member (20), wherein a length of the thread consumed for a cut can be set within a predetermined interval. The method for cutting at least the upper thread (4) of a sewing machine (1) includes the steps: feeding a predetermined length of said upper thread (4) utilizing a thread feeder (15), pulling out the upper thread (4) said predetermined length utilizing a displacement of said fabric clamping member (20) from a current position to a second position, executing by means of a sewing machine processor (C) program sequences stored in a memory (M) for controlling a thread cutter (10) to perform a cut of at least said upper thread (4).
Thread cut with variable thread consumption in a sewing machine

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a device for cutting the threads in a sewing machine, which operates with one lower and at least one upper thread.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Thread cut devices for sewing machines, using an upper thread and a lower thread, are used to automatically cut one or both threads. When a cut has been performed during a cut sequence a specific amount of thread has been consumed, since a short piece of thread is normally left under a fabric on which stitches are sewn. Furthermore, a short piece of thread goes through an eye of a needle involved in the stitches, in a known way, and will be consumed when the sewing starts again after a cut sequence. The total thread length used for the sewing of a stitch sequence will therefore be the sum of the thread used for the stitches plus the sum of the thread length that goes out of the eye of the needle at the start of the stitch sequence and the thread length pulled down under the fabric after a cut performed at the end of the stitch sequence.

[0003] During specific types of use of a sewing machine, e.g. in embroidery mode, said thread length consumed for the pull down of thread under the fabric can be used when an extra thread consumption is desirable. One example of a situation where an upper thread consumption could be preferable is connected with systems for thread colouring, such as in the sewing machine described in US 20070245940 A1. Said document states that a thread cut may be used to compensate for a possibly incorrect position of a colour change point of the upper thread in relation to a desired colour change of the upper thread as specified according to stitch data. The principle discussed in said document is based on the assumption that a faulty position of the colour change point of the upper thread, after a cut has been performed, is positioned below the fabric. This implies that the position of the thread colour change point is positioned on the piece of thread that has been pulled down under the fabric for carrying out the cut. On conventional sewing machines, provided with a thread cutter controlled by a processor, a typical length of the upper thread pulled out for the cut is around 25 mm (herein referred to as length d). This length d limits the possibilities to adjust a greater error of the position of the colour change point, as well as it limits the
possibility for the performance of fine adjustment of the thread length consumed during a cut of the thread.

5 SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] The present invention is devoted to a method for cutting at least an upper thread of a sewing machine, wherein a length of the thread consumed for a cut can be set within a predetermined interval.

10 [0005] According to one aspect of the invention a method with the characteristics of the appended claim 1 is presented.

[0006] According to a further aspect of the invention a sewing machine with the characteristics of the enclosed independent device claim is presented.

[0007] Further aspects and embodiments of the invention are presented in the dependent claims.

20 [0008] One advantage with the use of the method of the invention is that the length of the at least upper thread consumed in a cut can be controlled by the processor of the sewing machine. This circumstance can be used for different purposes and can be used as an operating step possible to be programmed into a program controlling the operation of the sewing machine. As one example, the thread cutter can be ordered to cut the upper thread, wherein the thread consumed in the cut is set to amount to a predetermined length. The extra upper thread length provided can then be used e.g. to hide a colour change point on the under side of the fabric used or to assess a definite predetermined length being consumed for other purposes, such as the possibility of fine adjustments.

30 [0009] The cut described and performed according to the invention can also be used to increase the consumption of upper thread for other purposes, e.g. to prevent the thread from being pulled out of the eye of the needle after a cut. This is a problem in some sewing machine systems, because the thread length consumed in a cut can not be set freely. The thread length after a cut carried out according to the inventive method results in an increased thread length consumed on both sides of the fabric, i.e. the length of the thread extending through the eye of the needle will also be increased in the same proportion. By increasing
the amount of the upper thread extending through the eye of the needle the risk of the thread
being pulled out from the eye is reduced.

5 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 schematically shows a sewing machine in perspective being provided with the
accessories needed for performing the method according to the invention.

10 Fig. 2 is a flow chart indicating the steps for performing a thread cut according to prior art.

Fig. 3 is a flow chart indicating the steps for performing a thread cut according to the present
invention.

15 Figures 4a - 4d shows an example of a thread cutter according to prior art, wherein different
positions of a thread fetcher for catching the upper and under thread during a cut sequence
is illustrated.

20 DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0010] Below the invention will be explained in greater detail by description of embodiments
with reference to the accompanying drawings.

[0011] Current thread cut systems used in a conventional sewing machine provided with a
processor controlled thread cutter are designed to automatically cut one or both threads, i.e.
the upper thread or both the upper thread and the under thread. One side effect of such an
automatically performed thread cut is that some thread is consumed when a cut sequence is
performed. As stated, this fact may be utilized when extra thread consumption is desirable.

[0012] The amount of thread consumed when a thread cut is performed is normally constant
(length d is consumed). However, when the reason for performing a cut partly is to consume
some thread, it would be desirable to be able to specify the amount of thread that shall be
consumed. The present invention provides and describes an algorithm that makes it possible
to consume an arbitrary amount of thread within a given interval, when a thread cut is
performed.
[0013] By way of example, a lock stitch sewing machine for performing the inventive method is described in Fig. 1, which symbolically depicts a sewing machine 1, where in a conventional manner a fabric 2 is fed forward, conventionally utilizing a feeder, between an under thread 3 and an upper thread 4 in order to execute a desired embroidery comprising stitches effected by means of a needle 5 which moves periodically through the fabric 2. In this example, the fabric 2 is moved across a sewing table 6, which also accommodates a horizontally disposed bottom thread bobbin 13 (Fig. 4a - 4d) intended for the bottom thread 3 and encased in a gripper 14 in a lower arm 1a of the sewing machine. The sewing table 6 also has a stitch plate 6a, over which the actual seam is executed. A presserfoot 12 holds the fabric to the stitch plate. The upper thread 4 is led via a take-up lever 9, which by a cyclic up and down movement creates a loop of the upper thread 4 when the needle 5, through the eye of which the upper thread runs, has carried the upper thread through the fabric 2 and the take-up lever 9 reverses back upwards from its lowest position. A gripper tip (not shown) hooks into the loop when the gripper 14 rotates. To execute a stitch, in this case a lock stitch, the needle 5 performs reciprocating movements so that it leads the upper thread 4 down through the fabric 2, after which the gripper leads the upper thread 4 round the bobbin, which carries the bottom thread 3, resulting in a knot in the fabric 2 when the needle 5 moves up through the fabric and the take-up lever 9 tightens the knot in the fabric. A main motor coupled to shafts of the sewing machine drives the needle 5, the take-up lever 9, the feeder and the gripper 14 to synchronize the movements of these members in a manner well known in the art.

[0014] The machine is provided with a control program which, for example, is stored in a processor C. Further the sewing machine has an available memory M, preferably being accommodated in the machine, although the memory M as well may be external and accessible from the processor C. In the memory M sewing machine embroidery elements for composing embroideries may be stored in the form of stitch data. A display 11 is provided, on which the images representing embroidery elements can be displayed to a user.

[0015] In figure 1 is also shown an embroidery frame 20 arranged with the sewing machine. A piece of fabric 2 is clamped in the embroidery frame 20. The piece of fabric 2 is only symbolically shown, thereby in the figure covering only a part of the embroidery frame and illustrated by means of dashed lines to make the arrangement more illustrative. The embroidery frame 20 is attached to an embroidery unit controlled by the processor C, wherein said embroidery unit includes a first feeding means operated by a first step motor (not shown) for operating the embroidery frame in an x-direction. The embroidery frame 20 is in a corresponding manner attached to a second feeding means of the embroidery unit and
correspondingly operated by a second step motor (not shown) operating the embroidery frame in a y-direction. By a control of the first and second step motors with signals from the processor C the embroidery frame 20, along with the housed clamped piece of fabric, may be steered to be displaced in an arbitrary direction in the xy-plane.

Note: Generally, the term embroidery frame is referred to as a fabric clamping member and as such used in the claims as other types of devices than frames could be used for the same purpose and as such being controlled by the embroidery unit.

When conventional embroidery is performed in an embroidery machine of the discussed type the machine controls the movements of the embroidery frame fully according to stitch data stored in the memory M of the sewing machine according to all aspects concerning stitch types, sewing directions and so on according to prior art.

The sewing machine 1 is further provided with a thread cutter 10 for cutting the upper thread 4 or both threads 3, 4 between stitch sequences. A thread cutter 10 is symbolically shown in figure 1. An example of a thread cutter, which can be used for arriving at the object of the invention, is described in document US 6 276 289 (D2), the content of which in its entirety is hereby incorporated into the present description of the invention. For illustrative purposes the known thread cutter of document D2 is briefly described below with reference to drawings 4a-4d as some program steps of the present invention refer to positions of a thread fetcher used to catch the thread during a cut sequence. The present invention uses a known thread cutter controlled by means of program steps stored in a memory M read by the processor C. A thread tension control system for controlling the tension of the upper thread is also part of prior art, the function of which is not further described here.

The program steps performed according to an algorithm controlling a thread cut according to prior art is listed below. In order to understand the process steps some abbreviations used are listed in the table below. A flow chart describing the different steps of the algorithm is illustrated in figure 2.
The software control algorithm for controlling a cut according to prior art:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SX</td>
<td>State with identity X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CX</td>
<td>Transition trigger with identity X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SECTOR X</td>
<td>SECTOR refers to a specific angle interval of the sewing machine main shaft. E.g. a specific machine uses an angle sensor for the main shaft that is divided into 16 slots, i.e. each slot corresponds to 22.5°. Each additional sector step thus corresponds to an increase of the main shaft angle by 22.5°. SECTOR 12 corresponds to a position where the needle just has passed the topmost position. SECTOR 0 corresponds to a position where the needle has just started to penetrate the fabric.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTION 2 TENSION</td>
<td>A thread tension (very low) suitable when the thread fetcher performs motion 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUT TENSION</td>
<td>A thread tension (relatively low) suitable when the thread fetcher pulls the thread towards a knife present in the thread cutter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pos. 0</td>
<td>No feeding of the fabric by means of a feeder, if a feeder exists.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0019] The software control algorithm for controlling a cut according to prior art:

S1: Set upper thread control system in tension mode.
C1: Upper thread control system in reached tension mode.

S2: Set the presser foot in DOWN pos. (the presser foot is lowered to the fabric)
S3: Set the main motor in SECTOR 0
C2: Main motor stopped in SECTOR 0

S4: Set the fabric feeder in pos. 0
C3: Presser foot in DOWN pos.
C4: Fabric feeder in pos. 0

S5: Start thread fetcher, motion 1. (As an example: Motion 1 is the advance of the thread fetcher from the position shown in Fig. 4a to the position shown in Fig. 4b)
C5: Motion 1 performed

S6: Set the main motor in SECTOR 12.
S7: Set thread tension (MOTION 2 TENSION).
C6: Main motor passed SECTOR 12
C7: Thread tension set

S8: Start thread fetcher, motion 2. (As an example: Motion 2 is the withdrawal of the thread fetcher from the position shown in Fig. 4c to a position to the left. This left position for the thread fetcher is approximately 1/5 to the right from its position shown in Fig 4d.)
C8: Motion 2 performed

S9: Set thread tension (CUT TENSION)

S10: Start thread fetcher, motion 3. (As an example: Motion 3 is the removal from the position after S8 has been performed to the position shown in Fig. 4d.)
C10: Motion 3 performed.

S11: Calibrate the thread fetcher motor. Normally the calibration doesn't change the position of the fetcher, but if some problem has occurred so that the return movement of the fetcher has been restrained the calibration increases the probability of moving the fetcher to its end position.
C18: Calibration performed.

[0020] A thread cut system for setting the thread length consumed during a cut according to the invention is described hereafter.

[0021] When a cut with a predetermined thread length consumption \(d+x\) shall be performed some additional actions are necessary (compared to a cut with fixed (d) thread length consumption). The differences between a cut sequence (as described in paragraphs 18 and 19) with fixed thread consumption d and a cut with a variable predetermined thread consumption \(d+x\) is made clear by studying fig. 2 and fig. 3 respectively. States with the same name in the figures implies that the same action is performed, i.e. a state that is only found in one flow chart indicates a difference between the algorithm according to prior art and the algorithm according to the invention.

[0022] The additional length \(x\) of the upper thread 4 is according to the invention during a cut performed by first feeding the appropriate amount of upper thread 4 with the upper thread control system using the thread feeder 15 (An example of a thread feeder for actually feeding a thread out, instead of conventionally drawing the thread out from a thread store utilizing
e.g. a take-up-lever, is described in document US 7 240 628). When the thread has been fed
the embroidery unit is moved to pull out the appropriate amount of thread under and above
the fabric 2 respectively, i.e. the same amount of extra thread is provided under and above
the fabric respectively. The extra thread consumed \(x\) (depending on an amount \(x/2\) being
drawn on each side of the fabric) corresponds to the movement carried out by the
embroidery unit. The extra thread length \(x\) can be infinitely variable within an interval
determined by highest possible displacement carried out by the embroidery unit. However,
the thread consumption can never be lower than the amount of thread \(d\) (approx. 25mm)
consumed when a "normal" cut is performed.

[0023] The embroidery unit, as previously stated, controls the displacement of the fabric, e.g.
by moving an embroidery frame 20, wherein the fabric 2 is clamped. The extra length \(x\) of the
thread, when a cut is performed according to the present invention, wherein the embroidery
unit is controlled by the processor C to draw the upper 4 and under 3 thread out during the
cutting procedure, is then depending on the actual position of the needle in relation to the
embroidery frame 20. The maximum thread length \(L\) that can be drawn by use of the
embroidery unit is thus the maximum possible displacement that can be performed by
controlling the embroidery unit to displace the embroidery frame 20 to the most remote point
away from the actual position of the needle when the cut is initiated. As an example, if a
rectangular embroidery frame 20 having a diagonal length \(k\) is used for clamping the fabric,
the maximum extra thread length \(L=2k\) occurs if the actual position of the needle, when a cut
is initiated according to the invention, is at the very corner of the rectangular embroidery
frame 20 and the embroidery frame is controlled by the embroidery unit to be displaced the
diagonal distance \(k\) in such a way that the needle will be positioned at the farthest corner
diagonally across the rectangular embroidery frame 20. If other than rectangular shapes of
an embroidery frame 20 are used, the maximum extra thread length \(L\) is easily found in a
Corresponding way.

[0024] The thread cut system able to provide arbitrary thread length consumption within the
interval \((d, d+L)\) uses the same mechanical parts as the current thread cut system. The
variably consumed thread length in a cut is obtained by changing the software control of the
system and by using the thread feed system and the embroidery unit to feed (using the
thread feeder 15) respectively pull (using the embroidery unit) a predetermined amount of
thread. The control of the system able to provide a variable thread length consumed in the
cut is shown in figure 3.
The additional steps, in relation to the prior art thread cut (in figure 3 the prior art steps are illustrated in column 1 and 3, whilst the additional steps are depicted in columns 2 and 4), of the method for performing the thread cut according to the present invention are listed and explained below in conjunction with figure 3:

S12: Set the presserfoot in LIFT pos (the presser foot is set in its highest position).
(The presser foot is lifted from DOWN pos. to allow the embroidery unit movement in S15)
C11: Presserfoot in LIFT pos.

S13: Set the upper thread control system in feeding mode.
C12: Feeding mode set.

S14: Provide the amount of extra thread (x) to be consumed in the cut sequence.
This is done by feeding the corresponding thread amount by the thread feeder 15.

C13: Delay (approx. 200 ms).

S15: Move the embroidery frame x/2 mm in a set direction. (The processor must be programmed to perform a movement of the embroidery frame in a direction a sufficient distance in relation to the present position of the needle vis-a-vis the embroidery frame.)
(Example: At this moment, the thread fetcher and the upper and the lower threads respectively are positioned according to Fig 4c. The thread fed by the upper thread feeder 15 (step S14) slides through the eye of the needle 5, through the fabric 2 and the thread fetcher when the embroidery frame 20 is moved.)
C14: Embroidery frame position set.

C15: Thread feed performed.

S16: Set the upper thread control system in tension mode.
C16: Tension mode set

S17: Set the presser foot in DOWN pos.
C17: DOWN pos. set

S18: Set the presser foot in PIVOT pos. (PIVOT pos. is achieved by setting the presserfoot to a level just above the fabric)

C19: PIVOT pos. set.
S 19: Move the embroidery frame -x/2 mm (to the pos. it had before the cut sequence started).

C20: Embroidery frame position set.

[0026] When a cut with a predetermined thread length consumption, as described above, shall be performed, the fabric 2 must be mounted in a hoop of some kind connected to an embroidery unit. This implies that the system can not be used in sewing mode when a conventional fabric feeder transports the fabric.

[0027] The thread cut described above admits arbitrary variable thread consumption within an interval being restricted only by the fabric clamping member (20) and the actual position of the needle in relation to said fabric clamping member (20). The extra length x/2 of the thread both over and under the fabric 2 will be of the same size. Normally it is desirable to change the length of the threads under the fabric only. However, in the prior art thread cut systems (with a fixed cut length d) the thread on the upper side of the fabric is sometimes too short after a cut. This part of the thread goes through the eye of the needle 5 and if it is too short there is a risk that the thread is pulled out of the eye of the needle when the sewing machine is started. The thread cut with a variable thread length x consumption as described here can be used to solve this problem. On the other hand, the upper thread is sometimes in prior art machines pulled down after a cut (and before the sewing starts again), (see further in [D2]). The prior art upper thread pull down algorithm requires a certain amount of thread out of the eye of the needle. If this length of thread is too long, it may risk the function of the upper thread pull down sequence. However, it may be possible to take this in consideration by pulling some thread back again, after the cut has been performed, utilizing the upper thread feeder (15).

[0028] With reference to figures 4a - 4d an example of a thread cutter 10 according to prior art is illustrated and explained briefly for the understanding of the program steps listed above. The thread cutter 10 is disposed below the stitch plate 6a. Said thread cutter includes a thread fetcher 16, which is movable between different positions utilizing a thread fetcher motor. On its underside the thread fetcher 16 has a hook intended to catch and bring threads, which are to be cut. The thread fetcher 16 cooperates with a knife (not visible) for the cutting. In Fig. 4a the thread cutter is shown in a non-operable position, wherein the thread fetcher is in its left end position on the drawing. In Fig. 4b, the thread fetcher 16 has been displaced to the right on its way to catch the upper thread 4. This displacement of the thread fetcher shown as the position changes from Fig. 4a to Fig. 4b corresponds to motion 1 above. Fig. 4c then shows the full displacement of the thread fetcher 16 during a cut
sequence, wherein the thread fetcher 16 is in its most right position, where it can also catch the under thread 3. The thread fetcher is then being returned to its end position to the left, whereupon the thread or the threads are brought into contact with the knife to be cut. At the position of the thread fetcher 16 indicated by Fig. 4d the cutting is terminated. The so called Motion 2 above corresponds to the change of the position of the thread fetcher 16 indicated in Fig. 4c to a position approximately 1/5 of the total stroke of the thread fetcher to the right of the position of the thread fetcher 16 indicated in Fig. 4d. Finally, Motion 3 referred to above is the remaining displacement back to the position the thread fetcher holds in Fig. 4d. For a full understanding of the cutting sequence for the exemplified thread cutter 10 it is referred to document D2 mentioned above.
CLAIMS

1. A method for cutting at least an upper thread (4) of a sewing machine (1), wherein a length of the thread consumed for a cut can be set within a predetermined interval, said sewing machine having:
   - a thread feeder (15) for the upper thread (4),
   - a thread cutter (10),
   - a fabric clamping member (20),
   - a processor (C) for controlling said thread cutter (10), said thread feeder (15) and said fabric clamping member (20),
   - a presser foot (12) adjustable in height by lifting means for lifting or lowering said presser foot,
   characterized in that the method includes the steps of:
   - feeding a predetermined length x of said upper thread (4) by said thread feeder (15),
   - pulling out the upper thread (4) said predetermined length utilizing a displacement of said fabric clamping member (20), from a current position to a second position,
   - executing, by means of said processor (C), program sequences stored in a memory (M) for controlling said thread cutter (10) to perform a cut of at least said upper thread (4).

2. The method according to claim 1, further including the step of:
   - setting said predetermined length to be \( d < x \leq L = 2k \), wherein \( d \) is the thread length consumed in a cut, when said feeding and pulling is not performed and \( k \) being the maximum possible displacement of the needle within the fabric clamping member (20), whereby said consumed thread can be set within the interval \( d \) to \( d+L \) in dependence of the current position of the needle when performing said cut.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said program sequences executed by the processor (C) of the sewing machine includes at least the program steps S14, S15 and S19 of the steps of an algorithm listing the steps executed by the processor of the sewing machine for performing said cut:
   S1: Set upper thread control system in tension mode.
   C1: Upper thread control system in reached tension mode.
   S2: Set the presser foot in DOWN pos.
   S3: Set a main shaft of the sewing machine in SECTOR 0.
   C2: Main shaft stopped in SECTOR 0.
   S4: Set the fabric feeder in pos. 0.
C3: Presser foot in DOWN pos.
C4: Fabric feeder in pos. 0.
S5: Start a thread fetcher of the thread cutter (10), motion 1.
C5: Motion 1 performed.
S7: Set thread tension.
C7: Thread tension set.
S6: Set a main motor of the sewing machine in SECTOR 12.
C6: Main motor passed SECTOR 12.
S12: Set the presser foot in LIFT pos.
C11: Presser foot in LIFT pos.
S13: Set the upper thread control system in feeding mode.
C12: Feeding mode set.
S14: Provide the amount of extra thread (x) to be consumed in the cut sequence
C13: Delay (approx. 200 ms.
S15: Move the embroidery frame x/2 mm in a set direction .
C14: Embroidery frame position set.
C15: Thread feed performed.
S8: Start thread fetcher of the thread cutter (10), motion 2.
C8: Motion 2 performed.
S16: Set the upper thread control system in tension mode.
C16: Tension mode set
S9: Set thread tension
C9: Thread tension set
S17: Set the presser foot in LOWERED pos
C17: Lowered pos. set
S10: Start thread fetcher, motion 3
C10: Motion 3 performed
S11: Calibrate the thread fetcher motor
C18: Calibration performed
S18: Set the presser foot in PIVOT pos.
C19: PIVOT pos. set.
S19: Move the embroidery frame -x/2 mm (to the pos. it had before the cut sequence started).
C20: Embroidery frame position set.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein each step of the algorithm as listed is executed by the processor (C).
5. A computer program product coded with the steps for performing said method including the steps of the algorithms to any of claims 3 or 4.

6. A sewing machine (1) provided with:
   - a thread feeder (15) for the upper thread (4),
   - a thread cutter (10),
   - a fabric clamping member (20),
   - a processor (C) for controlling said thread cutter (10), said thread feeder (15) and said fabric clamping member (20) for performing the method of claim 1.
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